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From left to right: Candice Berry - Organizational Development,
Rebecca Kondzela - HR Assoc iate, Rachel Roots - Supervisor at

Lotus, Grady Wilkins - Assoc iate at Lodi

Back toBack to
School!School!

KV is excited to announce their new recruiting initiative - campus outreach! We kicked off
our first outreach effort by attending two career fairs at the University of Nevada, Las
Vegas (UNLV) this past month. We brought four KV representatives with us to meet
students and talk about the great strides forward our company is making. We look forward
to expanding our potential associate pool to include students who study and have an
interest in the gaming industry. Keep a look out for future campus outreach programs and
opportunities to help us spread the word. KV is continuously expanding our presence in the
industry and will soon identify more campuses to focus our efforts!

  
  

MoversMovers
&&

ShakersShakers

    

Moving between locations this month was Supervisor, Eric Lorono, who moved from the
Lodi Cardroom to Casino 580. Shift Lead, Mary Choeun, moved from Casino 580 to the
Lodi Cardroom. Returning to Normandie from Lotus, we have Shift Lead, Sean Farley and
Associate, Pritesh Chandra. Returning to Normandie from Lodi, we have Associates Kolin
Brown, Morgan Cole, Angel Covarrubius, Richelle Mascaro and Miguel Roman. Moving
North, Korbyn Kociemba, Associate from Normandie, transferred to Casino 580. Please
welcome our movers to their new homes!
 
We had several people shaking things up in new Shift Lead positions this month. From
Lotus, we have Muriel Lee, Daniel Monomei and Andy Thao. At Palace, Cue Lo and Jesse
Bond were also promoted to Shift Leads. Congratulations on your new positions! 
   

 

The Buck Doesn't Stop There!
 
The benefits of playing strategic games are
documented throughout U.S. history, despite the
sometimes negative perception that gambling
carries and the pervasive stereotypes that avid
table gamers continue to battle. Many have

loves you!

Join Our Mailing List

 
BANKER BRILLIANCE

Monthly Quiz &
Contest 

Answer all of the quiz
questions correctly and you

will be entered into our
monthly mystery prize

drawing!
  

Click This Link to Submit
Your Answers

 

 
1.) If you were to lay out a 52 card deck
lengthwise in a straight line with all cards
connected, about how long would it be?

A.) 5 Feet
B.) 10 Feet
C.) 15 Feet
D.) 20 Feet
E.) 25 Feet

2.) If you randomly select 2 cards from a
52 card deck, what are the odds that it is a
pair?

A.) 1 in 13
B.) 4 in 52
C.) 3 in 52
D.) 4 in 51
E.) 3 in 51

3.) If you were to add up an entire 52-card
deck "Baccarat-Style," what would be the
total?

4.) If you were to add up an entire 52-card
deck "Blackjack-Style," and count all aces

as 11, what would be the total?

5.) If you get a natural Blackjack, what are
the odds that it is a Suited Ace/King?

A.) 1 in 4
B.) 1 in 8
C.) 1 in 16
D.) 1 in 32
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table gamers continue to battle. Many have
argued, and continue to argue, that the skills
cultivated while playing poker overlap with the
skills necessary to navigate the world of business
and politics: strategic planning for calculated
business moves, weighing the benefits and
disadvantages of risk and reward, managing "the
bank", learning to "read" your opponents, and
navigating the intricacies of a social/professional
network.  This month, in honor of President's Day
and for the love of our country and gaming, we
highlight interesting facts about some of our
nation's poker-playing forefathers who led America
through historical benchmarks. 
 
Did you know that Warren G. Harding's frequent
poker games with members of his political entourage coined the group the "poker cabinet"? In
fact, Harding enjoyed the game so much, he once gambled away the White House China set!
The games he hosted were said to be highly competitive and absent of political rank across
players. How's that for humility?!
 
While some may have teetered on gambling addiction, other presidents appreciated the
entertainment and social aspects of poker more than monetary gain. Harry Truman was one such
president. One of his famous sayings, "The Buck Stops Here," is in fact derived from the early
days of poker in which a buck knife was used as a poker button. In homage to his affinity for the
game, he designed a custom chip set imprinted with the presidential seal during his tenure. 
 

During some of America's most turbulent times,
Presidents were known to seek solace from worldly
political turmoil. Franklin D. Roosevelt sought relief
while serving in WWII by engaging in lengthy
poker games. Some even speculate that he could
be heard shuffling chips while delivering his radio
broadcasts. Still other presidents played poker
while serving in various wars throughout history -
among them Eisenhower, as well as Nixon, who
was thought to be the best player among
government officials.
 
And the buck doesn't stop there. Given the legacy
of his predecessors, it may come as no surprise
that current president Barack Obama has been
known to enjoy the game of poker and as a former

U.S. Senator was known to utilize the game to get acquainted with Congressmen while he
advanced in his career.
  
If our presidents could enjoy some friendly competitive fun while on the job, then why should we
believe that business and pleasure can't be married? Long live the gaming industry!
 

 

KNIGHTS FOR NEIGHBORS
Profiles in volunteering among our ranks

- featuring Katie Guthrie 

  
Many of you know Ms. Katie
Guthrie, HR Lead for Northern
California. What many of you might

not know is that she is a long-time
volunteer for a variety of worthy
causes. Katie's passion for
volunteering stems from a set of
values that holds service to
humanity, especially anyone who's
suffering, above all else. Katie got
her start volunteering back in her
home state of Iowa where she was
trained to field calls on the crisis
hotline. These days, she wears a
variety of hats in the Disaster
Services department of the

D.) 1 in 32
E.) 1 in 64
 

You can't win if you
don't play!

  

 

Congrats, Sean Farley, on
your Banker Brilliance!!

 
 

You won a set of
customized poker chips

with cards and dealer
buttons!

 
1.) Which of the following is a
possible final card dealt on a 0-0
tie Baccarat hand?
 
A.) Ace
B.) Two
C.) Three
D.) Four
E.) none of the above
F.) all of the above
 
Answer: D - the banker never hits
on 7,8 and 9 meaning A B and C
are not possible.  The bank does hit
on 6 if the players third card is 6
or 7, making four a possible final
card.
 
2.) What are the only two US states



Katie (front row, third from the left) having just received the
2013 Volunteer of the Year award.

Services department of the
American Red Cross. 
 
The American Red Cross is one of
those organizations that we all
recognize for one reason or another. They do blood drives, offer CPR certifications, aid service
personnel in conflict zones, respond to human-caused as well as natural disasters, facilitate
emergency preparedness, and many other functions. Disaster Services on the county level most
frequently supports our neighbors whose homes catch fire; that is the #1 daily call to action.
 
Katie's role in Disaster Services in Alameda county is ever-evolving. She's participated, in
some form, in nearly every function that is offered, from External Relations, to Staffing and Client
Services - whatever the organization needs or offers. Katie got her start in Client Services as a
caseworker out of the Oakland office, helping displaced families relocate, find food, shelter,
clothes and the like. "I think the best part about it is being able to help people who've just lost
everything they've ever owned, with no other options...you can give them food and clothes and
shelter...and a hug." Through some fantastic mentoring by her fellow volunteers and staff, Katie
grew into a Coordinator of Client Services position, helping to bridge three departments: Client
Services, Health and Mental Health Services. She is currently working on building out the Bay
Area Health Services team so if any of our dear KW readers know of any nurses or doctors
looking for ways to volunteer, please contact Katie (kguthrie@knighted.com).
 
While Coordinator of Client Services is Katie's main role, she helps in other duties as well. Since
June, Katie has been a Lead in Community Partnership Services, coordinating a team of liaisons
who are charged with developing and maintaining relationships with other organizations sharing a
common interest to serve our clients. Organizations like the Salvation Army, local food banks
and churches are some types of organizations that the Red Cross actively pursues partnership
agreements with. The Disaster Action Team is another function that Katie is currently involved
with. The DAT is on call 24/7, responding to local fires, floods, crashes, or anywhere they may
serve. Katie volunteers on Sundays to go out on DAT calls but, with some luck that no one gets
burned out of their homes, often isn't needed. 
 
Katie hopes to one day branch out to the International Red Cross and Red Crescent organization.
 
"The operation is run 95% by volunteers. It's especially inspiring to see so many accomplished,
talented and knowledgeable people come together from so many different backgrounds all for the
same purpose. It has been a unique opportunity to learn, to be among some of the most gifted
and caring people you'll ever meet. Besides collaborating with others and being empowered to
give, I am very grateful for all of the training that the Red Cross offers. All of the classes are free
so, it's a great way to continue learning while providing service to a worthy cause."
 
If anyone is interested in volunteering with the American
Red Cross, you may email Katie directly, or you can go to
the website to connect with your local chapter:
 http://www.redcross.org/support
 
Do you volunteer in your community or have a
special non-profit organization that inspires your loyalty and service? Tell us your
story! 
 

 

Dark is the Knight
 

 
It is my table now
I stand before a treasure chest I am trusted to
guard
The contenders before me have sat at this table
longer than I have known the game
They are ready to win
I am ready to bank

I grab five of the most precious coins in the
rack
I spread them in perfected fashion before the
dealer
He nods, he is satisfied
The exchange commences

Time wages on and my chips fly in a frenzy against the tides of baccarat

2.) What are the only two US states
to not have any form of legalized
gambling?
 
Answer: Utah and Hawaii

3.) Which 5-card poker hand is
nick-named "The Wheel"
 
A-2-3-4-5
 
4.) What are the odds of rolling
"Snake-Eyes" on a pair of dice?
 
A.) 1 in 6
B.) 1 in 12
C.) 1 in 24
D.) 1 in 36
E.) 1 in 144
F.) 1 in 216
 
Answer: D - the odds to roll a
single one is 1 in 6.  To calculate
two events in a row, multiply them
together, so (1/6) squared is 1 in
36.
 
5.) on last month's quiz, the answer
to number 3 was Tie, which often
times pays 9 to 1 instead of 8 to 1.
 In those casinos, they will
sometimes call it something
different to make it sound more
appealing.  What do they call it?
 
Answer: "10 for 1" - meaning they
pay you ten times your bet, but take
away the original bet, thus 10 FOR
1 which is the same as 9 TO 1.
 
Bonus Question: Hitting 7 dragons
in a row is roughly just as hard as
hitting how many pandas in a row?
 
A.) 8
B.) 9
C.) 10
D.) 11
D.) 14
 
Answer: A - 40 to the 7th power is
roughly the same as 25 to the 8th
power.
 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001cuCDVA7WkRmjm3mLEItpmxLvMHPT_BacbX3YZ-HCcuh6pjfFNoi-eVgRv2GJWx5Ir7XtFxdZK3Evsve0PIhsTbGlMQJQAPtooxXyr-10DAJEI54N5IeGSFcscBQ6lWt17fI2hrVeA91mMBScKjkSzHJtUJp3_dLefhac6ojtbx9tKrPCJrUNHA==&c=&ch=


Time wages on and my chips fly in a frenzy against the tides of baccarat
I don't hesitate, I am alert
As the spoils come in it becomes a game of matching color with color.
My childhood would be proud

Time slows down
The hairs on the back of my neck stand up
An error is about to be made

I alternate my form from an open palm to an extended hand.
I speak
The dealer reverts
He gives me a look of gratitude
I allow a smile of success

This is war and festivity combined
This is banking  
 
-  by Tyler Aaron Sexton, Legend

 
Employee Spotlight

November 2013
 

Normandie Casino 
Miguel Roman

 
Miguel has been through a lot of career paths before
Knighted Ventures, including retail, corporate
banking, automobile sales, and the hospitality
industry. Finding an ad about Third Party banking led
him to do extensive research on the position; he even
interviewed someone who was already in the industry
to get a better understanding! He instantly fell in love
with gaming and its atmosphere, saying that it
reminds him of his family, since they were the ones
who taught him how to play card games at a young
age. Supervisors describe him as someone who
constantly wants to help others get better. He's even
helped out with the casinos in the Bay Area!

Fun Fact: Miguel is a sea animal and sea life
enthusiast! This summer he will be travelling to San
Juan Island - also known as Orca Island - to see his
favorite animal in its natural habitat.

 
 

Have a Heart:
Give Blood

 
Show your love by donating
blood! Every two seconds
someone in the U.S. needs
blood. More than 41,000 blood
donations are needed every day
to save lives. The life you save by
donating blood could be a loved
one or even your own.
 
The American Red Cross always
needs donors to help support our
communities. 
 

Click Here to find the clos
est blood center near you and
give!
 

Louie Conniver's
Ridiculously True Facts
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Casino 580 
Edilberto "JR" Cataquian

  
Edilberto, or as his coworkers know him, JR,
formerly studied Information Technology in the
Philippines, and also worked as a cook in
Alameda hospital. He had a little experience in
the banking industry before he came over to KV,
banking at another company for three months
before making the move. He describes his
experience with Knighted as "great every day":
he believes that we are the best banking
company out there, and his coworkers are
always welcoming and polite. Supervisors
describe JR as one of their potential "rising
stars"!

Fun Fact: JR is an avid Bay Area sports fan,
citing the San Francisco 49ers and the Golden
State Warriors as his favorite teams!

  
 
 

    
   
 

Lotus Casino 
Shue Xiong

     

 
Shue worked as a cargo agent, loading and unloading
freight for air-transport companies, before coming
over to KV. Living in Alaska and wanting to move
back to California, he found the ad to apply with us,
and wanted to get back into the casino industry since
he was a card dealer in a previous position. He's
been with the company for about a year and three
months, and cites the people that he works with as
making this an experience that he loves. Supervisors
 describe Shue as someone who is always willing to
roll up his sleeves and help out, while transferring his
positive attitude to others.
 
Fun Fact: Video games and basketball are Shue's
two biggest hobbies! He loves watching the Miami
Heat, and is currently playing Call of Duty: Ghosts. 

  

 

 
 

The 101 Casino
Shayna Hudson

 
February fun facts: 
 
In Vietnam, it's been
discovered that some chicken
farmers have taught their
chickens to gamble.  It is
believed that this is where the
term "foul hand" comes from.
 
Baccarat was actually invented
by composer Johann Sebastian
Bach.
 
Over the course of a lifetime, the
average human accidentally
swallows 8 casino chips.
 
Poker, the Hokey-Pokey, and
Pokemon are all derived from
the same latin word poke.  It is
suggested that Pokemon has
some serious gambling
undertones, and the creators
failed to get their original title
approved, "Pokermon."
 
Pai Gow literally translates to
"Make Nine."  The game was
originally called Shénme yě méi
fāshēng, which translates in
English to "Nothing Happens."
 

Gamers in Gaming
Unite!

 
Do you like gaming? Board
games, video games, table
games, card games, strategy,
role-playing, or MMOs, you're



Shayna Hudson
 
 
Shayna is described by her supervisors as
competitive and a pleasure to work with; a
role model that is, above all, hardworking.
Her life outside of KV proves she's a go-
getter as well, currently employed in the
restaurant and serving industry for the last
four years on top of practicing all of the
table games! Shayna is also studying
dental hygiene, but she really enjoys the
career path that she is taking with Knighted,
stating that her unique experience and
atmosphere is what inspires her to do better
every day.
 
Fun Fact: Shayna is a huge car fanatic!
She bought her first import car in high
school, and stated that her dream car would
be a Maserati Granturismo. We hope you
get that car soon! 
  
 

Please join us in congratulating and thanking these talented and
dedicated people. Keep up the good work!

 
Coming next month: Employee Spotlights for Palace and Lodi Casinos!

 

A perfect attendance record in a germ infested
environment.....  Is it possible? 

by Ron "Iceface" Mendelow  
        
Few associates have mastered pai gow tiles. I possess great respect for the associates who
work the pai gow tiles table.  With a dearth of associates able to bank the game, wouldn't the
company benefit from an additional tiles banker?  I decided to learn pai gow tiles, and master

the game at a rapid pace.  With the help of Dr. Bunsen Honeydew, M.D./PhD, I would become
fluent in pai gow tiles in approximately one half an hour.
  
Dr. Honeydew recently invented the "Einstein pill."  The
same size as a normal daily vitamin, the "Einstein pill"
contains a consolidated yet massive amount of Omega 3
fish oil.  This vital oil stimulates and improves brain health. 
Dr. Honeydew advised that one pill, which contains a single
dosage of five million milligrams of Omega 3 fish oil, would
greatly sharpen my cognitive abilities.
  
I took the Einstein pill in Honeydew's office.  I waited
approximately twenty minutes, yet I felt very few mental
changes.  As time passed I developed an intense desire to
jump into the ocean, and swim towards Alaska.  Also, for
some strange reason, I began to crave algae, worms, and
plankton.  I heeded not to such odd desires, and began to
study pai gow tiles.

   
After thirty minutes of practice and
review I became thoroughly confused with the game, and made no
progress.  The Einstein pill had failed.  Honeydew returned to his lab to
"readjust" the ratio of certain enantiomers.  Also, he possessed the nerve
to chuckle at my fruitless efforts to learn tiles.  I became irate, threw the
tiles at Honeydew's autographed portrait of Louis Pasteur, shattered the
frame to pieces, and headed to the casino to begin my shift.
    
My supervisor had scheduled a pai gow tiles test before the afternoon
shift.  As a member of the Screen Actors Guild for nearly ten years, I
would need to utilize some extraordinary acting skills in order to pass

role-playing, or MMOs, you're
not alone. Literally millions of
people across the globe enjoy
gaming as a hobby, what are
the chances that you're sitting
next to one right now? 
 
Let me throw a few facts at you:
In 2013, 58% of Americans
played video games. That
equates to roughly 183
million American gamers, 38
m i l l i o n of which are in
California! And the average age
of those players...was
30! We've long since passed
the age where games
(particularly video games) were
for children. The majority of
American gamers are over the
age of 18, and the majority of
gamers play with friends. Sixty
two percent of gamers play
with other people - 77% of
which play with others at least
once a week![1] These statistics
focus on video gaming, but
consider the possibility that
many gamers enjoy a multitude
of gaming options: board
games, card games, role-
playing games, table games
and more. Your chances of
finding a gaming buddy are
increasing every day.
 
KV employees
are already taking the initiative
to start gaming circles among
the different casinos. At the 101,
some employees try to meet
once a week for board games,
while some others try to get
together to play dungeons &
dragons! For the holiday party,
though it didn't materialize in
time for the party, a few
employees at Lotus pitched the
idea to rent a gaming bus for
everyone to come and play.
Employees across various
casinos have come together
under a common interest of
gaming to share stories, hear
about latest games, and make
friends, even though distance
separated them. So gamers
unite! We share more than just
an employer - we share
hobbies and interests; we share
laughs and fun.
 



would need to utilize some extraordinary acting skills in order to pass
such a difficult exam.  The test began, and I merely mimicked the

motions, noises, and phrases which I recalled from occasionally watching tiles games.  I placed
the rectangular blocks in a square shaped pile, randomly grabbed pairs of tiles, arranged them
in an organized circular manner, and began to shout arbitrary values:
  
"Five four win!  Eight gong win!  Six wong push!  Twelve gong push!  Ten chong push!  Six two
push....."
  
My supervisor stopped the test immediately and spoke to me with aggravation, sympathy, and
shock:  "Ron, I don't know what game you're playing, but you're not playing pai gow tiles.....  you
don't know how to set hands, you don't even know the proper rankings, no "ten," "twelve," or
"chong" even exists in the game.....  I'm wondering if I should call HR and administer a drug
test....."
  
I apologized for wasting my supervisor's time, and advised that I merely wanted to help the
company.  My supervisor said, "You had good intentions, but please, actually practice the
game, and talk to me about a retest in six months.  I will not issue a verbal warning, or a written
warning, because your professionalism is simply outstanding.  You have never arrived late,
have never missed a day of work, and have zero points.  Still, Ron, I'm very annoyed with you!"
  
I began my shift, and figured that I absolutely must continue to maintain
a perfect attendance record in order for my supervisor to eventually
disregard this tragic-comic incident.  During the first hour of the shift,
however, I felt slight chills, moderate nausea, and aches all over.  We
encounter a massive amount of germs every day inside the casino..... I
thought to myself, did I catch the flu?  Did I have a fever?  What a
dreadful time to become sick!  If indeed I had the flu I would fight mightily
to maintain a perfect attendance record, and would bank the tables in
any physical condition whatsoever.

 
  
What more could I have done to prevent myself from
catching the flu?  I used hand sanitizer with frequency,
and in abundant amounts.  Yet unfortunately 50% of the
time I encountered an empty dispenser.  Players cough
on chips, sneeze on chips, cough on me, and sneeze
on me.  We confront millions of germs on a daily basis. 
We do the best we can to destroy the germs, what more
can we do?
  

I began reminiscing upon some of my most disturbing
encounters with germs, and wondered if one of these events
triggered this possible illness.  During the previous week,
an eight thousand dollar dragon hit while I banked a
baccarat table.  Right before this event, however, exactly
two seconds before the dealer revealed the three card
seven, the winning player chose to gulp some bottled
water.  The dealer exposed the final banker card, and the
player, in shock and excitement, spit the water out with
excessive force, and created a mist which collided with everyone sitting at the table.  Did I catch
the flu from the spitting patron?
 
I thought of another incident - a patron brought her toddler to the casino, perhaps to familiarize the
toddler with the rules of blackjack, and the toddler placed many chips in his mouth.  The mother,
a very caring mother, would constantly take the chips away from her son, but her son, with
unyielding resolve, continued to grab chips and place them in his mouth.  The boy started off
placing one dollar and five dollar chips in his mouth, but seemed dissatisfied with these
denominations.  He then progressed to tasting the white one hundred dollar chips, which he
seemed to fancy a great deal.  I must say that this toddler displayed excellent financial intuition,
especially for a one year old.  Yet I had to touch these chips, many of these chips!  Did I catch
the flu from the one year old blackjack patron?
  
Tune in next issue for the conclusion to my article.

 
Speak up! Tell us what games
you like and what you like to do
with your friends.  Do you have
a gaming group or are you
looking for one? Who knows,
maybe you're working with a
bunch of gamers and you didn't
even know it.
 
Just click the link below, fill out
your information, and you will
increase your chances of being
united with fellow gamers at
your casino location or your
region by 100%! Give it a shot,
you know you want to...
 

Click HERE to be
United! 

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001cuCDVA7WkRmjm3mLEItpmxLvMHPT_BacbX3YZ-HCcuh6pjfFNoi-eVgRv2GJWx5IPGyadZUwPTjhI4JctqlPGldURth4SVO35wUM7eR03DoY0_fv9vQVZWC-cZmV57NUEZyku-f_Mk6DPMqOdI7CoSty1w4R8Zp8OdgxafY9Sc3Nh02h6Kc7q3wbw4uLTuTjjBSzTvG4HtddWdVCj2rujWUzYFgigwYt7h9vb_Es1qFyLVhzFvzts0zsC97MA3nUpO39_bKvnOY=&c=&ch=


Tune in next issue for the conclusion to my article.
  
Yes, I will not disclose the remaining few paragraphs until Knighted Ventures generates the next
monthly newsletter.
 
Why?  I think it will behoove everyone to anticipate the ending for a few weeks, and will create
additional excitement and adrenaline for my devoted readers.
 
Have a happy and healthy March, and stay away from those germs! 
 

 

Knighted Ventures | Visit Our Website!
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